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Where's the Wigwam? A Surprise Birdseed Garden
By Clarence Biers By Evelyn Pickering
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thrives in even poor soils. Grows so dense Red Robin j
keeps children and pets in, animals and intruders out. j
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This sort of birdseed garden is definitely not for
the birds!

Place a medium-siz- e sponge in a saucer and fill
with water. Sprinkle birdseed on top of the sponge.
Set the saucer in a warm sunny place, remembering
to keep it After several days, tiny
green plants will pop up all over the sponge. You
will be surprised at the number of different kinds
of plants that sprout. This is because bird food con-

tains a variety of seeds.

Enjoy this tiny garden yourself or maybe give
it to a friend who's sick in bed and will have fun
watching it grow.
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Baker's Puzzle
By Eleanor M. Marshall

Change the first letter in the words below
To find things made from baker's dough.
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TREAD makes fret against cold. Sizes for men, women.
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Now, get relief fait Dr. Dennis' D.D.D.
Prescription atop tormenting, raw, fiery
Itch of eczema, rashes, acne, chafing,
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soothing, cool antiseptic. Helps prevent
Infection promotes healing. Don't suffer.
Ak druggist for ODD. liquid or errme.
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Riddle!
What woman is happy when her husband is down

and out?

Answer: 'aji 8,nBuojSH uy

SARAKA SOLVES THE PROBLEM

OF "AFTER 45" IRREGULARITY
Doctor-approve- d bulk stimulant helps keep you
comfortably on schedule as no ordinary laxative can I

As we grow older, our systems may often need outside aid to help
maintain a normal regularity pattern. Continued use of strong
drug laxatives can be irritating, even dangerous. That's why many
doctors recommend SARAKA, the pure, bulk stimu-

lant laxative for middle age and over. SARAKA supplies the moist.

Let s Draw a Baby Buggy By Ann Davidow

G bland bulk that is so essential to healthy bowel function. And

only SARAKA has a gentle stimulant action
lo help ease this bulk through your system
plus Vitamin B,.
Special note to weigh! watchers! Lack of sufInto which you'd like to peep

To see a baby sound asleep.
The letter G will make a snuggy.
Funny, little baby buggy

ficient bulk in 900 calorie liquids can lead to

constipation. If this occurs, supplement your
daily diet with SARAKA.
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